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Do we have your home email
address?
Our policy is to communicate
with members via personal
email addresses only. Please
ensure that we have your
current information.
………………………………
Help strengthen our AMAPCEO
Encourage your colleagues
to become a member.
Membership benefits include:
voting rights for Chapter and
Delegate elections,
ServicePlus savings on
travel, Apple products and
more, and most importantly,
regular, direct communication
updates from AMAPCEO.
Signing up online is easy.
Access the Membership
Form and send it to a friend
today!

D

complete this process by the end of the
Summer – many months ahead of the pace
we were on when I took office in January.

MAY, THE
AMAPCEO Board was in Kingston
for our annual strategic planning
I also continue my efforts to increase
session. The event was a productive
AMAPCEO’s profile and to lend our collective
one with our Board coming together to set a
voice to issues that matter to AMAPCEO
clear direction and key strategic priorities for
members as public servants and as union
the organization. Both Provincial Council and
members. Most recently, we have been
our staff will be afforded input during the
working with a group of other trade unions and
month of June, before the plan is finalized and
community organizations to fight the sale of
approved by the Board in September. The
Hydro One. You can learn more about the
final plan will then be shared with Council in
issue at www.keephydropublic.ca. The sale of
October and with delegates at the November
Hydro One is a new front in the privatization
Annual Delegates’ Conference. I am
agenda – and it’s something we should all be
personally excited about the
concerned about. The coalition
course we are setting,
has launched a radio and
particularly in the key areas of
online advertising campaign in
activist and member
media markets across the
“It is safe to say that, in
engagement and education
province. You can find the ads
the future, AMAPCEO
as well as improving
on the website, and while
will be building on its
AMAPCEO’s strategic
there, you can sign the petition
history as a member
communications.
and send a message to your
driven, democratic
MPP.
Association, committed
I look forward to sharing more
to providing excellent
about our strategic plan with
In all of our bargaining units –
member service and a
members as I visit workplaces
our many workplace volunteers
problem-solving
and chapter AGMs over the
and our AMAPCEO staff
approach to labour
next few months. It is safe to
continue to work together to
relations.”
say that, in the future,
improve and preserve terms
AMAPCEO will be building on
and conditions of employment
its history as a member
for all of our members.
driven, democratic Association, committed to
Whether by negotiating a first contract – as
providing excellent member service and a
our team at French Language Services
problem-solving approach to labour relations.
Commission will do later this year, refreshing
an agreement as our members at Public
Our Spring election cycle wrapped up on June
Health Ontario and Health Quality Ontario are
4. I want to offer congratulations to all of the
preparing to do, or enforcing the provisions of
newly elected Chapter Chairs and Delegates.
our newest OPS contract – our Association
AMAPCEO continues to attract a new
works every day for fair treatment in the
generation of energetic activists – a very
workplace.
positive sign for the future of the Association!
Thank you for being a part of it.
Vice President Sally Jurcaba and I, along with
our dedicated Job Evaluation staff, continue to
All the best,
work through the remaining OPS Job
Dave Bulmer, President
Evaluation appeals, with several positive
outcomes thus far. We remain on target to
president@amapceo.on.ca
URING THE LAST WEEK OF
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Board and Council News
The AMAPCEO Board continues to work through a full agenda, as the organization moves ahead with short- and long-term
planning. The group has worked collaboratively to address priority issues brought forward by our new President Dave Bulmer
and Executive Director Anthony Pizzino, as well as recommendations from other Board members and committees.
The Board met for three days in May to focus on strategic planning, identifying a number of priorities for the future. The
members of Provincial Council (the 23 Chapter Chairs and the nine Board members) devoted most of June 11th to a similar
planning exercise and AMAPCEO’s staff will weigh in on June 18th, with a final plan to be adopted by the Board in September,
in time to influence the preparation of the 2016 operating budget. The plan will be tabled with the Council in October and with
the Delegates at the annual conference in November.
As part of President Dave Bulmer’s priority on education for members, activists, and leaders, the Board has incorporated
regular briefings and educational sessions in its meetings. In April, Directors heard from Trish Hennessy and Kaylie Tiessen of
the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives on the subject of labour market trends and economic forecasts for Ontario. At its
June meeting, the Board had a presentation from Cathy Lace, senior partner at Sack Goldblatt Mitchell on duties of
accommodation and duties of representation when supporting members with disclosed and undisclosed mental health
diagnoses.
At its June 9th meeting, the Board made an important step forward in acting on an issue identified as a priority by Delegates by
adopting a recommendation from the Diversity Committee to establish a new equity caucus model and related guidelines to
advance equity and participation within the Association. As part of the measures, the Diversity Committee will also be renamed the Equity Committee and planning will begin to provide equity education.
At a brief business session prior to its strategic planning meeting, the Provincial Council noted that Vicky Gibson had resigned
from the Activist Reward and Recognition Committee and elected Bryan Card (MTO Windsor) and Theresa Anderson-Butcher
(MTCU Sudbury) as new members to that committee. (Watch for an invitation to appear soon to nominate deserving activists
for recognition awards, which are given out at the November ADC.)

2015 Board of Directors. Top (from left): Glynn Robinson, Earl Alexander,
Hugh Montgomerie, Chris Harper. Bottom (from left): Barbara Gough, Sally
Jurcaba, Dave Bulmer, Dianne Colville Lee. Not pictured: Leslie Barber.

Planning for Retirement?
If you are nearing retirement, sign up to stay involved in our AMAPCEO by becoming a member of the Retiree Caucus.
As an engaged activist you have a wealth of experience to share with others and can help make a difference for years to
come. A one-time payment of $25 entitles you to retired membership status, the right to participate in the Retired Member
Caucus and continued access to both ServicePlus and the Members’ Only website.
For more information on the Retiree Caucus and membership, please email Inessa Petersen, the staff liaison to the
Retiree Caucus.
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Update on AMAPCEO Committees
Education Committee
The AMAPCEO Education Committee is up and running, and
committee members are taking time to do outreach and
research with other unions both in Ontario and across Canada.
The Committee is reviewing how other similar unions provide
education to their members, what common best practices exist,
and what we can learn from each other.
AMAPCEO is well positioned to expand educational
opportunities to members in the near future, including a
redeveloped New Member Orientation program.
The Education Committee was established by the Board of
Directors following the recommendation adopted at the 2014
Annual Delegates’ Conference. The committee is expected to
advise on educational strategies and programs to help build a
more informed and engaged membership.

Members of the Education Committee (from left): Anthony Pizzino,
Jane Koster, Dave Bulmer, Sally Jurcaba, Jinah Kim Lee,
Jonathan Haskins, Suzanne Conquer, Francis Cronier-Theriault.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Pension Committee
The AMAPCEO Pension Committee met in early May with
representatives from the Ontario Pension Board: President
and CEO Mark Fuller and Executive Vice President and
Chief Pension Officer Peter Shena. Also in attendance was
Hugh Mackenzie, who serves as AMAPCEO’s nominee to
the Ontario Pension Board.
The Committee and guests engaged in a lively discussion
on a range of topics, including the financial performance of
the Public Service Pension Plan, the potential to pool
investment assets across various public sector funds, and
the government’s proposal to create the Ontario
Members of the Pension Committee (from left): Victoria Boyd, Lauren Retirement Pension Plan.
Kappius, Bill Voit, Maryanna Lewyckyj, Rowland Carey, Hugh
Montgomerie.

Thank You to Our Former Activists
We want to thank and acknowledge a number of members who have recently stepped down from activist
roles. AMAPCEO depends on the voluntary contributions of activists who serve their fellow members by
taking on important tasks within the association. Thank you to the following former activists:
Chapter Chairs: Vicky Gibson (MCI/TCS), Victor Khait (MCSCS) and Denis Noel (Sudbury)
Diversity Committee: Parmod Chhabra and Jean-Paul Ngana
Pension Committee: Cesar Furtado
Workplace Relations Committee: Angelo DiGiacomo, Domenic Fragale and Margaret Kipp
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Labour Relations News
Prorated Merit Victory and Payout Updates
AMAPCEO welcomed the news of a recent
arbitration victory in our dispute filed over the
OPS Employer's decision to prorate merit for
those AMAPCEO-represented employees who
were at the maximum of their salary ranges on
April 1, 2013 and who then subsequently became
eligible for merit increases once Job Evaluation
was implemented on October 1, 2013.
Based on recent discussions with corporate OPS
Employer representatives, we were informed
that:
 The Employer verified the list of eligible
employees who are affected by the award; and
 The Employer scheduled the payroll
correction for the pay date occurring on
either June 4th or June 18th, 2015.
In the meantime, local managers have been
expected to adhere to the current-year
performance evaluation schedule, i.e., this year's
merit awards are not to be deferred pending

resolution of the prorated merit decision (recalculations will be done when the prorated merit
decisions are ultimately corrected).
Recently, AMAPCEO has reiterated its ongoing
concerns with the WIN system - and the
Employer’s ability to accurately determine who is
eligible for payment. If you believe you are
entitled to a prorated merit payout for the
performance evaluation period between April 1,
2013 and March 31, 2014, and you do not
receive a payment on either the June 4 or the
June 18 pay dates, please contact your Payroll
and Benefits Advisor.
Should you be informed that you are not eligible,
yet continue to believe that you are, you may
contact the Workplace Advisor designated for
your ministry by accessing the Workplace
Advisor ministry listing, or by calling the
AMAPCEO office at 416-595-9000 (or toll free at
1-888-262-7236) for assistance.

Call for Photos
Did you know that AMAPCEO has a Flickr
page? Here you can find photos of our
latest events and our amazing members in
action. If you have images of AMAPCEO
members participating in events at work or
in the community, please send them our way!
Email your photos to activist@amapceo.on.ca,
or directly to Danielle Stock, Communications
Officer.
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2015 Spring Election Results
The Spring Chapter elections closed at 9 p.m. on Thursday, June 4. The election was conducted by the thirdparty firm Simply Voting, retained by the Elections and Credentials Committee. We would like to share the
results, as well as congratulate all members who put their names forward to fill these crucial roles.
Thank you to all candidates for their interest, and congratulations to all new and returning Delegates and
Chapter Chairs. The following new Chapter Chairs and Delegates were elected:

Citizenship & Immigration, Tourism,
Culture & Recreation
Chapter Chair: Angela Freeman
Delegates: Mark Haslam, Pat Bradley
Community Safety & Correctional Services
Chapter Chair: Lissa Levac
Environment/Energy & Infrastructure
Chapter Chair: Maryanna Lewyckyj
Delegates: Beverly Dutoff, Jan Nguyen, Mark
Bergman. Taran Beaty, Chris MacLean, Yutta
D’Silva, Neal Bonnor, Ines Havet
Government Services
Delegates: Alison Griggs, Mary-Louise Kozak,
Courtenay Gordon, Deryck Albarus, Gerry
Whittaker, Alberto Abes, James Dawson,
Nancy Saunders, K.P. Thottam
Guelph OMAFRA
Delegate: Joseph Dubonnet

Health & Long-Term Care
Chapter Chair: Valerie Russell
Delegates: Sophie Georgas, Pat Legris, Carolyn
van Heerden, Rocco Fasano, Previn Francis,
Gary Coleridge, Alison Dos Santos-Rodrigues,
Jamal Hassan, Joseph Chow, Julie Scanlan,
Glenroy Alleyne, Mohammad Khosh-Ghalb,
Kristen McMartin, Sean Doomernik
North Western Ontario
Delegates: Tiziana Pauluzzo, Angelo Tassone
Ottawa
Chapter Chair: Neil MacAskill
Delegates: Amine Kara, Parmod Chhabra
Sudbury
Chapter Chair: Theresa Anderson-Butcher
Delegates: Denis Noel, Sherry Flood
Windsor
Chapter Chair: Bryan Card

If you are interested in participating as a Delegate or Chapter Chair, we encourage you to watch for the Fall
2015 Call for Nominations at the end of August.
All returning and newly elected Chapter Chairs and Delegates are reminded to save the date for this year’s
Annual Delegates’ Conference, taking place on November 26-28, 2015 at the Sheraton Centre Hotel, Toronto.

New ERC Representatives Appointed
The following members have been appointed by the Board of Directors to sit on their ministry’s Employee
Relations Committee (ERC).
JAMES DAWSON

Treasury Board Secretariat

HUGH MONTGOMERIE

Treasury Board Secretariat

SEAN DIONNE

Ministry of Finance

Congratulations to these members! We thank you for stepping forward to fill these important roles. View a
complete list of AMAPCEO’s ERC Representatives.
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AMAPCEO Steps Up Outreach in 2015
Since taking office in January, AMAPCEO’s new
President Dave Bulmer has placed a priority on
reaching out to build relationships in government, in
the leadership of the OPS, and within the labour
movement. Additionally, he has made an effort to
include more AMAPCEO activists in those outreach
activities to broaden the face of the organization and
provide opportunities for leadership development.
In recent months, Dave has met with Cabinet
Ministers including the Minister of Finance Charles
Sousa, Minister of Labour Kevin Flynn, Minister of
Community Safety and Correctional Services Yasir
Naqvi, as well as opposition MPPs including NDP
leader Andrea Horwath and NDP MPPs Taras
Natyshak and Cyndi Forster. He will be meeting with
newly elected PC Party leader Patrick Brown within
the next few weeks.
Dave has also met with leaders in the OPS including
Secretary of Cabinet Steve Orsini, Deputy Minister of

Who is AMAPCEO?
Membership Facts and Stats
Our AMAPCEO is made up of a variety
of bargaining units and there is great
diversity represented in our
membership. Knowing who we are can
help all of us to better meet the growing
and diverse needs of the membership.
We encourage you to share this
information with your co-workers.
The numbers in this table are based on
information provided in May 2015.

Treasury Board Greg Orencsak, Deputy Minister of
Transportation Carol Layton, and Deputy Minister of
Citizenship and Immigration Helen Angus.
AMAPCEO has been working in coalition with other
trade unions and community partners to stop the sale
of Hydro One. Through that effort, the President’s
office has been working closely with leadership at
CUPE Ontario, Unifor, OPSEU, and the Society of
Energy Professionals. Dave has also been in regular
communication with leaders of all the OPS bargaining
agents: OPSEU, civil litigators in ALOC, Crown
Attorneys in the OCAA, and professional engineers in
PEGO.
All of this work will continue on an ongoing basis in the
months and years to come. Raising AMAPCEO’s
profile and building alliances has been a key theme
emerging in the AMAPCEO strategic planning
process.
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A Change in How We Communicate
In an effort to inform members about regular updates but
also balance the volume of emails that are sent out from
the AMAPCEO office, we are making a few changes.
Starting in May, we shifted to a single, weekly Wednesday
email that will be distributed to all members from
news@amapceo.on.ca. Please be sure to save this email
address to your safe senders list.
Our aim is to provide short updates and a synopsis of
AMAPCEO-related news, along with a link to our website
for further information and resources on the respective
individual news items. The Wednesday email will
encompass a variety of issues including organizational,
internal and governance matters, dispute resolution
updates or outcomes, and general labour movement
updates.
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AMAPCEO Website Under
Development
Last month we rolled out changes to the
website to make it easier for you to
access the information and materials you
need to be involved in our AMAPCEO.
The next time you visit
www.amapceo.on.ca, be sure to check
out the following new sections on our
home page:


Resources: Access helpful
information and tools, including
guides, factsheets, posters,
downloads, templates, and much
more. We will regularly update this
page with new resources that can be
shared with friends and colleagues,
posted on bulletin boards and doors,
or distributed electronically.



Solidarity: Learn about AMAPCEO’s
various solidarity actions and how
you can get involved in supporting
collective action and labour rights in
other workplaces. View letters of
solidarity, find links to more
information about relevant labour
actions, and discover how you can
show your support.

In the event that there is an urgent matter that is vital to
circulate in advance of the weekly scheduled email, we
may make an exception. Otherwise, however, please look
out for the weekly AMAPCEO email to stay informed!

In addition to improving navigation and
reorganizing several sections in the main
public areas of the site, we have made
improvements to the Workplace
Representative password-protected
section. These changes are based on
feedback received from our annual
survey of Workplace and Employee/
Employer Relations Committee
Representatives. Thank you to those
Representatives who completed the
survey and enabled change to happen!

Save the Date — Annual Delegates’
Conference
This year’s Annual Delegates’ Conference will take
place on November 26-28, 2015 at the Sheraton
Centre Hotel, Toronto. Chapter Chairs and Delegates:
please save the date!

To log in to the Activist password
protected section of the site, all you need
is your email address and AMAPCEO
membership number. If you do not
remember your membership number,
please email Danielle Stock,
Communications Officer.
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………………………………………………………………

Your Voice Matters in
#OurAMAPCEO
Do you have an idea or something to say about the
work that AMAPCEO does?
Tell us what your vision is for #OurAMAPCEO. Share
your views on Twitter by including #OurAMAPCEO in
your tweet or send an email to
activist@amapceo.on.ca.
………………………………………………………………
OPSEU Labour Solidarity Matters – Act Today!
As OPSEU bargaining continues, please continue to
show your support and extend your solidarity in the
workplace. Send a message that public service
workers matter and rally with OPSEU to demand
fairness, an end to privatization, and a halt to the cuts,
claw-backs and concessions that our OPSEU
colleagues are facing.
Have you made contact with an OPSEU
Representative in your building or area? Be sure to
establish a line of regular communication about the
ongoing OPSEU bargaining campaign. Look out for
the AMAPCEO Bulletin Board package in the mail for
our new OPS solidarity poster.
For the latest news, visit the OPSEU OPS bargaining
website.
Biweekly Collective Café at 40 St. Clair Ave.
OPSEU members at 40 St. Clair are hosting a
Collective Café every other Wednesday at Presse
Café, from 10-10:30 a.m. The meeting is an
opportunity to chat informally about bargaining issues,
get updates, and become more involved and aware.
OPSEU organizers are inviting AMAPCEO and PEGO
members to join in on this biweekly discussion. All
workers at 40 St. Clair are encouraged to attend in
support of our friends at OPSEU. For more
information, contact Mojgan Sharifi at 416-871-4910.
………………………………………………………………
AMAPCEO Solidarity
Check out the new Solidarity section on the
AMAPCEO home page to find the most recent
information about our solidarity actions to support the
defense of public services and workers’ rights.

Canada Post Door-to-Door Delivery
The Board of Directors recently endorsed a motion of
support for the “Save Canada Post” campaign initiated
by the Canadian Union of Postal Workers (CUPW). To
show your support either at work or in your residence,
download and post the CUPW "Save Door-to-Door"
sign from the Posters section of our website.
………………………………………………………………
Drink Beer from Bottles not Cans
Since September 2013, Crown Metal Packaging, Ltd.,
has used replacement workers to manufacture cans
for its main Canadian customers: Molson, Coors,
Labatt, Budweiser, Creemore, and Steam Whistle.
AMAPCEO is asking all members to support the
striking workers of USW Local 9176 by boycotting
Crown Cans and buying your favourite beer in
bottles. For more info, visit www.bottlesnotcans.ca.
………………………………………………………………
Equal Pay Day — Member Activism
A big shout out to those activists who shared their
workplace actions for Equal Pay Day. AMAPCEO
wrote to all members asking you to wear red in the
workplace on April 20 and many of you did.
We also appreciated two photo submissions sent to
activist@amapceo.on.ca. Check out the photos below
from Neal Bonnor with MOECC at 125 Resources
Road, Etobicoke, who organized his workplace and
invited OPSEU colleagues to participate (left), and
Amy Herskowitz at MOHLTC at 5700 Yonge Street,
Toronto (right).
High fives to these members for showing your
commitment to ending the gender pay gap!
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What’s Up and Coming
 Employer Relations Committee Representative Meeting – September 16, Sheraton Hotel in Toronto
 Workplace Representative Core Training – September 29 and 30 in Toronto
For more information, email Mae J. Nam, Education Officer.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…
Get Involved as a Health and Safety Rep
APPLY TODAY! Become a Health and Safety Representative. To find out who the current reps are, review the Health and
Safety contact list. If you are interested in volunteering, please email Jennifer Sherwood, Labour Relations Specialist.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…
ServicePlus “Spring into Summer” Winner
Congratulations to iPad winner Greg Pate, an AMAPCEO member in the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs.
Greg was one of three ServicePlus members selected in the “Spring into Summer” draw. As announced in our April
newsletter, members who visited ServicePlus through the AMAPCEO website between March 20 and May 29 were
automatically entered in the contest.
Check out the ServicePlus page on the AMAPCEO Members Only section to get special offers and discounts as an
AMAPCEO member. To access the ServicePlus site, log into the Members Only area at www.amapceo.on.ca using your
AMAPCEO membership ID number. If you need to retrieve your ID number, email Danielle Stock, Communications Officer.

AMAPCEO Office Staff News
Congratulations to Communications Officer Liza Papanikolaou and her husband William on the birth of their son Ariel.
Liza began her parental leave in April. Danielle Stock is taking on Liza’s responsibilities until her return in June 2016.
In April, AMAPCEO said goodbye to Workplace Advisor Paul Turkki. On June 16, we gave our best wishes to Workplace
Advisor Rebecca Strung, as she left her role at AMAPCEO. All the best to Paul and Rebecca in their future pursuits.
AMAPCEO staff are proud members of Unifor Local 591-G.

AMAPCEO, established in 1992, represents
12,000 professional and supervisory
public servants, most of whom work directly for the
Government of Ontario in every ministry and in a number of
agencies, boards and commissions; in all regions of the
Province and in 11 cities outside
Canada. We also represent employees in seven
independent agencies: Health Quality Ontario; Office of the
Provincial Advocate for Children and Youth; Office of the
French Language Services
Commissioner; Ontario Arts Council; Ontario Racing
Commission; Public Health Ontario; and Waypoint
Centre for Mental Health Care.

AMAPCEO Member News is published by the
Association of Management, Administrative and
Professional Crown Employees of Ontario
1 Dundas Street West | Suite 2310 | PO Box 72
Toronto | Ontario M5G 1Z3
Tel 416-595-9000 | 1-888-AMAPCEO
Fax 416-340-6461
www.amapceo.on.ca

2015 AMAPCEO Board of Directors:
Dave Bulmer

Earl Alexander

President

Sally Jurcaba
Vice-President

Barbara Gough

Leslie Barber
Dianne Colville Lee

Secretary

Hugh Montgomerie

Chris Harper

Glynn Robinson

Treasurer
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Communications Officer
stock@amapceo.on.ca | Ext 2725
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